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How to define foreign aid?
n

Foreign Aid
q

q

n

n

Official Development Assistance (ODA): resource
transfers by governments
Private (unofficial) assistance by NGO’s

Typically only count ODA as foreign aid
(although unofficial aid increasingly important)
Many types of resource transfers disguised, and so
may not be counted as aid
q

Preferential tariffs, or access to markets allows
developing country to sell at higher prices
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Typical definition of aid
Define foreign aid as flows of capital to an LDC
that are:

n

1.
2.

Non-commercial from point of view of donor
On concessional terms (interest rate and repayment
period must be less stringent than in capital markets).

Definition includes both official grants and
concessional loans
Generally excludes military aid flows, although
these are sometimes included

n

n

q

For some countries, such as Colombia difference is
important
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Nominal versus Real
n

n

Donor governments tend to focus on the nominal
amounts, so aid has increased over time.
Real aid has declined in recent decades (although has
increased in last several years)
q

Aid as a percentage of GNI has also declined
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Much aid given for non-development reasons
n

n
n

US particularly gives aid for geopolitical
purposes, not solely development
Much of current US aid to Iraq and Afghanistan
During cold war to Egypt, and places like Zaire
(Congo)
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Large scale aid and Africa
n

n

Africa big recipient of aid, along with scattered
other countries
Large proportion of total African GNI from aid,
over several decades
q
q

q

n

Aid ~ 10% of GNI of sub-Saharan Africa (2003)
23 African countries receive more than 10% of GNI as
aid
11 receive more than 20%

Compare: Marshal Plan, less than 3% for any
receiving country GNI, only a few years
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Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
n

n

Adopted by the UN General Assembly in
September 2000.
Goals for eliminating poverty and making
progress on human development by 2015
q
q

n

Focus for governments, international development
agencies, and NGO’s
q
q
q

n

Multidimensional approach to poverty
Contains observable targets

Unified objectives
Better than previous efforts
(But maybe because encompass everything?)

Replace in Fall 2015 by Sustainable Development
Goals
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Millennium Development Goals
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Sustainable Development Goals
n

n

n

United Nations Sustainable Development Summit
25 Sep 2015 - 27 Sep 2015
The outcome of several rounds of discussions to
replace the MDGs
Now contain 17 broad goals
q

n

And 169 targets. (Too many according to some.)

According to The Guardian:

“Unlike the MDGs, which were drawn up by a group of men in the basement
of UN headquarters (or so the legend goes), the UN has conducted the largest
consultation programme in its history to gauge opinion on what the SDGs
should include.”
http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2015/jan/19/sustainabledevelopment-goals-united-nations
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Aid and growth: a positive relationship?
n
n

Not so much!
Simple regressions
of aid and growth
suggest barely any
relationship
q

Countries with
more aid do not
seem to grow any
faster

Source: Hristos Doucouliagos and Martin Paldam. 2009. “The aid effectiveness literature:
The sad results of 40 years of research” Journal of Economic Surveys 23, 433-61. http://mit.econ.au.dk/vip_htm/
MPaldam/papers-meta.php4
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Aid and growth: the financing gap
n

For the aid to increase growth (using Harrod)
q
q

n

Aid must increase investment
Investment must cause growth

Easterly points out that aid and growth have very
little in common
q

Great counterexample:
n

q

If financing gap model held with a between 2 and 5
(reasonable) and all aid converted to investment and
investment to growth, Zambia should have per capita GDP of
$20,000, not $500

With F/Y = 20% for many countries, there should be
much more growth if aid buys growth
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Maybe aid finances consumption?
n

Instead of aid being used for investment, may be
consumed
q
q

q

n

Evidence supports this: aid consumed not invested
Maybe not a bad thing: Aid does not cause growth but
does help a poor country consume more
But maybe it gets consumed by the wealthy in
government (and so does not help the poor at all)

So maybe aid only helps the poor with a “good”
government in place
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Governance and aid
n
n

Recent trend to use aid to force good government
Conditional aid—force government to make
changes in order to get aid
q
q

n
n

IMF adjustment loans
World Bank and corruption

Not very successful in promoting change
Maybe somewhat more successful in directing aid
to places where it will do more good
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Aid actually harmful?
n

Reasons why aid might do harm (or do less good
than we would like):
q
q
q

Dutch Disease
Make institutions worse
Make good government more difficult
n
n
n

n

Cause budgeting volatility
Take up government/civil service time and energy
Change focus of government

Similar problem:
q

Natural Resource Curse or Curse of Oil: countries with
extractable natural resources (oil) are often poorer than
those without
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Dutch Disease and Aid
n

n

n
n
n

n

A large inflow of aid might have a similar
consequence to an outflow of oil which caused
Dutch disease.
Aid (in dollars) must be converted into the local
currency
Raises the exchange rate of country
Makes exports less competitive
Aid may harm ability to grow through exports and
manufacturing
Reduce value of aid, even if aid still positive
benefit
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Aid and institutions
n

n

Aid (and natural resources) create benefit from
being in power since can extract rents
Tend to increase conflict, since benefit of winning
is larger
q

n

Conflict diamonds—funded wars in West Africa

Example: Kenya elections in 2007
q
q

q

Contested, likely rigged, much violence
Those in control of government get many benefits
(many of which come from aid)
So losing the election very costly, and worth fighting
over
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Aid and institutions
n

How does aid fit with our Institutions and Growth
framework?
q

Aid means that those with political power need to be
even less inclusive since do not depend on others for
resources
n

q

q

q

When aid is greater than 10% of GNI, it may be greater than
50% of government expenditure

Strengthens political power of those at the top by
giving additional resources to pass out
Those with political power get to form the economic
and political institutions
Economic and political institutions will favor elites
even more than without aid—bad for growth
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Aid and government
n

Aid makes budgeting more difficult
q
q

Aid volatility difficult to manage
Aid may also reduce incentives to budget well
n

q

n

Budgets become more flexible, Cost overruns more likely

Projects more likely to suit donor, aid may not be spent
well

Aid changes governments
q
q
q

Takes time to administer
Focus of training civil servants becomes rent activity
Focus of government shifts from Technocrats who are
good at running government towards the Salesman who
are good at getting aid
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The tragedy of development aid
n

Kristof (in “Aid: Can it Work?”)
q

n

“The conundrum facing the rich countries is that
everywhere in the developing world, and particularly in
Africa, you see children dying for want of pennies,
while it's equally obvious that aid often doesn't work
very well.”

Easterly (in The White Man’s Burden):
q

“This is the tragedy in which the West spent $2.3
trillion on foreign aid over the last five decades and
still had not managed to get twelve-cent medicines to
children to prevent half of all malaria deaths.”
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But what should we do?
n

Growth is probably the wrong thing to expect
from aid
q

q

n

If growth comes from good economic institutions,
unlike capital, aid cannot buy those
Aid may help institutions (conditionality), or it may
hurt them, and evidence suggests latter

But aid can help with broader measures of
development
q

There are things that aid (both ODA and work by
NGO’s) can do to improve people’s lives immediately
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But what should we do?
n

The problem with aid is that despite a lot of it, we
still have very little idea of what works
q

n
n

So there is a great deal of room for improvement
Two important ways of improving aid:
q
q

n

And a lot of aid is wasted on bad projects and
unworkable plans

Evaluation—finding out what works
Accountability—if it doesn’t work, require change

Large need for good work from committed people
q

Public sector as well as private sector
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Optimism for Development
n
n

Remember that development is an optimistic field
With much to be optimistic about
q

n

n

China, India, some countries in Africa, Latin America,
all have been growing quickly

Still pockets of poverty in the world—just as there
are in the US—which will not go away easily
But in our lifetimes the world has changed
q

q

From one in which most of the world lived in poverty
and ill-health, with little progress
To one in which poverty is falling, health is improving,
and people expect even better for their children
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Optimism for Development
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